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Is India a safe haven of
complications? Or can we flip
this to reverse?
We urge our policy makers and decision
makers to have a fair look on the issues of the
BA & GA (NSOP) industry which intends to
help in nation building
Dear Readers,
Recently I got an opportunity to browse through the pages of a magazine from US, which
referred to India’s BA and GA scenario – very very complex, strict and time consuming. The
magazine also said “…but getting better”.
Why is it that the relevant stakeholders are still crying for Need of Ease of Business,
Rationalisation of the Taxes, and Smoothening of the Regulatory policies and rationalizing
them (instead of allowing them to deter any progress).
Today we are claiming that our country is one of the best destinations in terms of business environment, in terms of investors’ expectations and on certain other fronts. However,
on the ground the fight for the key issues continues and we still await the real betterment of
holistic scenario.
Rohit Kapur who has taken over as the President of BAOA, third time; indicates in his
message that since the inception the association has evolved and so is the environment.
However a lot many challenges yet to be addressed and therefore the joint work to address
the collective objectives is the need of the hour. Journey of the association has indeed indicated on some positive milestones however a long way to go to convert the BA industry in
India into a progressive industry.
Group Captain Bali has given the various stepping stones to enable the ease of business
that will help the industry. Group Captain Bali, now an experienced stakeholder in BAOA,
also touches upon the issues being faced by the chartered aircraft industry of the country
which believes that a level playing field is still being denied, constantly rather. Colonel Sanjay Julka has spoken about one of the most crucial issues pertaining to the taxation on the
aircraft which is unmatched in the world. Nowhere in the world is the BA getting affected
the way taxation is downgrading BA potential in India.
We urge our policy makers and decision makers to have a soft and kind look on the issues
of the BA (NSOP) industry which is meant and which is set to help towards immense contribution to country’s own economy apart from many other roles including medical support
and contributory role in the times of emergency.
We all need to work towards the objective of establishing BA in India as one of the most
promising industry.
We at SP’s wish the very best to Rohit Kapur on his third tenure of Presidentship for
his upcoming effective efforts toward the legitimate interests of BA and GA industry in the
country. Have safe take offs and landings!

J. Baranwal
Editor-in-Chief
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MESSAGE

from president, BAoA

PRESIDENT

BUSINESS AIRCRAFT OPERATORS ASSOCIATION

President’s Note
As we head into the second half of 2017, I would like to reflect on the present state of affairs of our industry, and the road
ahead for us.
The growth of Business and General Aviation has slowed down to a meagre 2 per cent CAGR since 2013. At the present rate, from 487 aircraft in 2015 (jets, turboprops and helicopters), we will grow to 655 aircraft by 2030. If the same
growth was to take place at a fast paced 12 per cent CAGR, this figure would reach 2666 by 2039, almost four times the
numbers as achieved in the lower growth rate. The potential loss between the two figures is equivalent to approximately
20,000 direct jobs and 1,30,000 induced jobs, besides a loss of `1762 crore (approximately $270 million) to the GDP (All
figures from BAOA-Martin Consulting Report 2016). In the overall scheme of things this may seem to be a small number,
but when you put it in perspective of the induced and compounded growth effect of business aviation, we could be looking at a loss which is much bigger than the numbers given in the said report. Every time a business aviation aircraft is
used to transport a business leader for carrying out a business transaction successfully, it contributes to the GDP of the
country. These are intangible benefits, which cannot be broken down into mathematical numbers, but there is no doubt
in anyone’s mind that business aviation is a major contributor for “Ease of Doing Business” in the country. Achieving a
higher growth rate is a win-win for all, and the government must do everything to make it happen.
Another major cause for concern is the loss of business to foreign operators by Indian charter companies in recent
years. Slow growth rates, and restrictive regulations and high taxes have left Indian charter companies sluggish, and not
able to compete with the more agile and flexible operations and services provided by foreign charter companies. Be it
restrictions on EDTO, FDTL, cross utilization of crew, or simply higher rates of taxes, Indian charter operators are at a
disadvantage vis a vis the foreign operators, who seem to have captured this market substantially. We at BAOA are fully
supportive of free enterprise and global competition, and welcome these companies to provide services in India. However, we do urge the authorities to provide a level playing field to Indian companies who are providing similar services
and would like to see their growth. Every time a charter is carried out by a foreign operator, the country loses valuable
foreign exchange, tax contribution to the Indian government, and jobs which could have been created for our citizens.
BAOA is committed to taking this matter up with the authorities to ensure that Indian operators are able to compete
under the same rules. Thereafter, let the market forces decide on who gets the business.
I look forward getting feedback from everyone in this industry (members, or otherwise), and assure you that all
genuine issues will be taken to the appropriate level. You can contact me at rohitkapur@baoa.in. I look forward to your
comments.
Till then, Happy Landings and Safe Flying!

Rohit Kapur
President, Business Aircraft Operators Association
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OPERATIONS

A Denial of Level Playing Field
to Indian Charter Industry
Issuance of YA Number by DGCA to Indian NSOP operators
to undertake international flights is no more relevant
By Group Captain Rajesh K. Bali (Retd)
Managing Director, Business Aircraft Operators Association

C

harter Flights of Indian NSOP operators to foreign
destination are bound to increase due to growing business
activities of Indian corporates abroad. At present DGCA is
issuing specific YA Number for each flight undertaken by
NSOP operator to international destination. Such requirement of YA Number has never been there for scheduled operations.
This requirement, for NSOP aircraft has so far been insisted by
DGCA as per Aircraft Rule 5A and CAR Sec 3 Series F, Part 1, Issue
1. However, due to the recently introduced mandatory ‘Operations
Certification’ & issue of foreign destination specific ‘Permit’ to each
NSOP aircraft, the YA Number, for every international flight by
NSOP, is no more relevant as NSOP operators now fulfil the same
requirements as was always there for scheduled operators. There is,
thus, a need to immediately amend CAR Sec 3 Series F, Part 1, Issue 1
to waive off YA Number for international flights of NSOP.
International Routes flown by Scheduled & Non-Scheduled operators:- As per ICAO’s SARPs, it is the responsibility of each member
‘State’, as signatory to Chicago convention, to endorse ‘operations
specification’ for each aircraft registered in the country, both scheduled and non-scheduled. In case of scheduled airlines, the endorsement of specific areas, both domestic and international, to be flown,
has always been a standard requirement. This is being undertaken
through CAP3100 certification procedure wherein the operator
demonstrates the capability to undertake safe flying on the intended
routes of operations. This certification was not being done for NSOP
aircraft till around three years back and has been made mandatory
after the last ICAO/FAA safety audit. At present, such certification is
a must for every aircraft undertaking international operation under
both, scheduled and non-scheduled permits. Therefore, the requirement of YA number, which was specific to only non-scheduled aircraft earlier due to Rule 5A, is no more relevant and, both NSOP and
Scheduled operators fulfil the same standard requirement of ‘Operations Specification’ on their Certificate of Registration (COR).
Air Defence Clearance (ADC) by Indian Air Force (IAF):- Air
Defence of India is the responsibility of IAF and foolproof procedures
are in place to identity each aircraft flying in Indian airspace, with
the aim to take appropriate tactical action against unknown/hostile
aircraft. The issuance of ADC by IAF is more restrictive since it is
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valid for one hour duration, whereas permission to fly abroad given
by DGCA (YA Number) has validity of 48 hours. There is no correlation between the two permission.
The IAF issues ADC to all aircraft movements taking place in the
Indian airspace based on flight plan filed by each operator (domestic
or international) with Flight information Centres (FICs) located in
India. The ADC number is specific as per filed flight plan and ‘Estimated Time of Departure’ (ETD). The ‘Actual Time of Departure’
(ATD), and route being flown, is transmitted in real time to IAF by
FIC for positive identification of each aircraft that appears on the Air
Defence Radars of IAF, installed all over the country as part of a comprehensive air defence network in India.
IAF has, hitherto, been giving ADC number of NSOP flights
only after issue of YA number by DGCA due to DGCA having earlier advised about this requirement as per Aircraft Rule 5A. The YA
number has no relevance for identifying aircraft in Indian Airspace
and, it is only the ADC number that is used for identification by Air
Defence units of the IAF. It is through ADC and FIC numbers only
that IAF positively identifies all aircraft appearing in Indian airspace to effectively fulfil its responsibility of safeguarding nation
from threats emanating from skies. It is the high time for MOCA
and DGCA to review the very requirement of issuing YA Number for
clearing international flights of Indian charter operators.
While the charter operators in our region, competing with Indian
operators for charter business, do not face the hurdle of taking permission from own country to fly international, the Indian operators lose out
on many business opportunities due to, now unnecessary, insistence of
issuing YA number by DGCA. Indian charter operators have the potential to bag much larger share of business in the region if they too are
given the much needed ‘level playing field’ by abolishing the requirement of YA number by DGCA to undertake international flights.
Way Forward. As waiving off YA Number for international flight
by NSOP aircraft does not require any change in Aircraft Rules, there
is an urgent need to delete para 9.5 of CAR Sec 3 Series F, Part 1, Issue
1, which mandates requirement YA Number for each international
flight undertaken by NSOP operators. This would facilitate NSOP
operators undertake unhindered international flights and would be
a big step towards ensuring ‘Ease of doing business in India’. BAI
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EXCLUSIVE

INTERVIEW

“No country can hope to become the
third largest aviation industry in the
world, without the simultaneous growth
of the BA industry. If you look at the US,
China and Brazil, you will understand
what we are referring to.”
—Rohit Kapur, President, BAOA
BizAvIndia speaks to Rohit Kapur who has taken over as President of Business
Aircraft Operators Association (BAOA) for the third time. During the conversation
the new President of BAOA indicates on the journey the association has had till now
since its inception in March 2011. He recalls the evolution process and lists down
certain achievements while some of the crucial goals still remain to be achieved.

PHOTOGRAPH: Wion TV

BizAvIndia (BAI): Can you quickly list down the key objectives
of BAOA as of today?
Rohit Kapur (Kapur): The key objectives of BAOA remain the
same, that is, facilitating the growth of business aviation in India.
This includes interacting with Directorate General of Civil Aviation
(DGCA) and other regulatory bodies to create favorable rules and
regulations for our operations, lobbying with various government
bodies to create a favorable environment for the industry, and document the growth of business aviation in the country and how it helps
in the overall growth of the economy of India.
BAI: You have taken over as the President of BAOA for the third
time, since the inception of the organisation. Can you take us
through the journey since then?
Kapur: BAOA was formed in March 2011 after merging two other
associations which were representing the industry, but not in a
focused way. The industry came together to form a new body, and
BAOA was created. At inception, it had about 27 members, which
included mainly Indian operators. Today, BAOA has about 84 members, which include all major operators, the support services, and the
OEMs. BAOA received recognition from IBAC (International Busi-
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ness Aviation Council) in 2011, as the representative body for business
aviation in India. IBAC is the umbrella body for all Business Aviation
Associations, worldwide, and is co-located with ICAO in Montreal.
The journey has been satisfactory so far. We have much to be
proud of. One of the immediate aims was to be recognised as the
principal point of contact for all stake holders for representation of
all matters pertaining to business aviation in the country. We have
been fairly successful in that, and today are a part of all major interactions with government bodies and other stake holders to represent
the view point of the business aviation community. We now have
regular interactions with all stake holders, and have managed to get
some substantial policy changes initiated to ease the growth of our
industry. We still have a long road ahead, as the perception battle still
carries on to convince the Government of India (GOI) that business
aviation is a tool for economic growth in the country, and should be
viewed as such. We need the GOI to ease out custom duties on aircraft imports, lower charges for day to day operations and facilitate
equitable treatment to BA at airports as compared to the scheduled
airlines. The list is endless, but we continue to strive to make things
better for our industry. We are confident that we will get there,
slowly, but surely.

www.sps-aviation.com/bizavindiasupplement

INTERVIEW
SP’s: How do you view the journey till now in terms of successes
and failures in meeting the very objectives of BAOA?
Kapur: Some part of this question is answered above. However, to
sum up, the biggest achievement has been the to give the industry a
unified voice to represent all industry matters. Our challenge, at the
moment, is get more predictability in rulemaking as we still get some
surprises from the Regulators which becomes a huge issue for day to
day operations. We also want the GOI to help us to get more access to
airports, especially airports like Mumbai and Delhi, which are now
being operated by private operators. They must understand the relevance of business aviation in the overall growth of the aviation industry in the country. No country can hope to become the third largest
aviation industry in the world, without the simultaneous growth of
the business aviation industry. If you look at the US, China and Brazil, you will understand what we are referring to.
It is also unfortunate that the growth of the helicopter industry
has been neglected by the GOI. In 2011, India had 300 civil helicopters with growth projected to 600 helicopters by 2016. Today, we
have only 285 helicopters. In a country which has large inaccessible
terrain, poor road infrastructure and limited number of operational
airports, it is unimaginable that the helicopter industry has not
boomed. The GOI must reflect on the reasons for this.
SP’s: The perception that business aviation is meant for rich
people. Do you see any change in this by now? Can you say that
the change if any is now helping enabling the path of growth for
business aviation in India?
Kapur: Perception takes a long time to change, and we are trying
our level best to fight it. Even in the US, where business aviation
is decades old, the perception battle continues, though to a lesser
extent. To address this issue, BAOA initiated the first ever study
to document the growth and contribution of the business aviation
industry towards nation building, and growth of the economy.
This was a stellar effort, with no real data available previously.
The report was prepared by BAOA, along with our knowledge
partners, Martin Consulting, and we can proudly say that it has
been well received by the concerned bodies and also globally. We
hope this will help to present our case for perceptions in a a better
light to the GOI.
SP’s: The government has come up with
various policies including — ease of business environment, national civil aviation policy, UDAN which aims to serve
regional connectivity, and so on. Where
do you see business aviation is benefitting
with these? To what extent the business
aviation is getting acknowledged within
the referred policies?
Kapur: NCAP 2016 was a disappointment
for our industry, as we did not see any path
breaking policies to foster the growth of
the business aviation industry, or the helicopter industry in India. We have represented the same to the Ministry. While
we applaud the Ministry of Civil Aviation
to make the effort to put a policy in place,
we do hope that they will include our concerns as the policy evolves. UDAN has also
bypassed business aviation in the first
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phase, as the government’s focus has been towards regional connectivity, and this is something that the airline industry is more
suited to do. Once the remote connectivity phase starts, where the
requirement of aircraft of 19 seats and below will be required, we
hope the government will be able to create an environment for
participation and utilisation of the excess capacity that is available with the BA & GA industry.
SP’s: Can you list down the most crucial issues that hurt (if they
really do) the growth of business aviation?
Kapur: Mainly, the import duties on aircraft, parking issues and
accessibility at Mumbai airport, and the high cost of ground handling services at various airports. We would also like the e-governance project of DGCA to be implemented soon, as the present
system involves too many man hours wasted in getting simple clearances, which can easily be done online. It also subjects the decisions
to subjectivity and interpretation by various officials, and which can
lead to an unhealthy system of “undue favour seeking” in the system.
We are hopeful that with the e-governance in DGCA in place, all this
will be eliminated.
SP’s: How do you plan to take up these issues with the government, and concerned authorities/regulators?
Kapur: We have a system of regular interaction with various government bodies and project our issues accordingly We are also part of
various industry bodies such as FICCI, ASSOCHAM and CII to present out case to the government.
SP’s: The business aviation does exist in the country despite
some grave challenges. Where do you see business aviation if
such challenges have been taken care of?
Kapur: There is a huge need for business aviation in this country.
With the remote and interior parts of the country opening up for
economic activity, and the limited air connectivity, the only way
for investors to access these areas is by business aviation aircraft
and helicopters. In our study presented last year, we had given a
case study of how a small and remote town of Raigargh in Chhattisgarh become a major industrial town, only due toe accessibility
of the town by business aviation, and the major economic benefits it has reaped due it. This study has
been used by IBAC in international forums
to present the case for business aviation
across the world.
If the government opens up this sector,
the growth of business aviation in India can
be a healthy 15 per cent CAGR (compound
annual growth rate), as compared to the
low 2-3 per cent in the last few years. This
can create thousands o jobs in the country,
besides adding to the GDP (gross domestic product) by contributing to economic
activity across the length and breadth of
the country. Helicopters can contribute
towards tourism, medical evacuations, road
construct and power line cleaning in remote
areas. The possibilities are endless. It is
time the GOI understands this, and starts
looking at the business aviation industry,
besides its focus on the airline industry and
the UDAN scheme. BAI
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aviation is a tool for
economic growth
in the country, and
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FACTFILE

G500

The Best in Safety,
Comfort, Performance
and Reliability
No other business aircraft manufacturer innovates like Gulfstream. With G500
Gulfstream creates and delivers the world’s finest aviation experience.

By Scott Neal
Senior Vice President, Worldwide Sales, Gulfstream Aerospace Corp.

PHOTOGRAPHS: Gulfstream Aerospace

Pushing New Frontiers: Symmetry Flight Deck of G500; (inset) G500 in flight.
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FACTFILE G500

Engineered to Impress: G500's innovative 12.65 metre cabin

I

t is no secret that for a business jet manufacturer to set the
standard in business aviation, its products must deliver the
best in safety, comfort, performance and reliability. And the
company itself must have a strong commitment to serving and
supporting its customers. The all-new Gulfstream G500 boasts
a unique combination of speed, efficiency and cabin size not found in
any other aircraft in the industry, and the aircraft is backed by one of
the finest product support organisations in the world.
The G500 has been in the works since 2008 following close
collaboration with Gulfstream’s Advanced Technology Customer
Advisory Team. Customers and operators wanted a long-range aircraft with high-speed range capability, a comfortable and productive cabin environment, and unparalleled fuel efficiency. The result
is the G500.
Every aspect of the all-new G500 is designed for fast flight. Heralded for its performance, cabin comfort and fuel efficiency, the
G500 can fly 5,000 nm/9,260 km at Mach 0.85 or 3,800 nm/7,038
km) at Mach 0.90 and has a maximum operating speed of Mach
0.925. Powered by two robust Pratt & Whitney Canada PW814GA
engines, the G500 delivers time savings of up to an hour per flight
flying at its normal cruise speed of Mach 0.90 versus Mach 0.80.
Gulfstream’s sales team, including regional vice president Jason
Akovenko, whose territory includes India, is ready to provide more
details on the advantages of flying so fast.
The G500’s performance starts in the flight deck with Symmetry™, the most advanced, stylish, ergonomic and intuitive flight
deck in business aviation. The G500 and its sister ship, the G600, are
the first civil aircraft to feature active control sidesticks (ACSs).
These industry-first ACSs provide operators enhanced safety
and situational awareness over passive sticks and yokes through tactile feedback. Pilots and co-pilots can see and feel each other’s control
inputs through electronic linking, which helps improve coordination
in the cockpit.
Any movement of the control stick by the flying pilot or autopilot can be seen and felt by the non-flying pilot through the opposite
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sidestick. The G500’s highly redundant fly-by-wire system ensures
passengers experience the smoothest, safest ride and unprecedented performance.
Low visibility? No problem. The flight deck also features a nextgeneration Enhanced Vision System for seeing clearly, even in foggy
or dark conditions and adverse weather.
To recognise the full benefits of business aviation, long-range jet
travel needs to be as comfortable as it is customisable. In the G500,
endless layouts are possible with options for up to three distinct living areas to create everything from a fully functioning office or conference room, to a top-notch entertainment space. Select layouts, all
complete with large seats and a wide aisle, can accommodate beds
for up to eight passengers.
The innovative 41.5-foot/12.65-metre cabin is engineered to
impress. Choose a forward or aft galley and even a private stateroom.
In the most comfortable cabin of any purpose-built business jet,
you’re in control. Tailor every aspect of the cabin to your unique style,
from handmade carpets and fabrics stitched in-house to leathers of
any color and exotic woods sourced from around the world.
Don’t just design the interior. Gulfstream’s Cabin Management
System allows passengers to create a unique mood every flight by
adjusting lighting, window shades, temperature and entertainment,
all from personal touch-screen devices.
Poised to enter service in late 2017, the G500 not only boasts
the performance to save you hours per year in flight time but is also
outfitted with the latest communication equipment and high-speed
media systems. Whether en route to closing a deal or finalizing
details for a vacation, your connectivity should be as fast as you are.
Never miss a beat in your cabin outfitted with Jet ConneX, the highspeed Ka-band broadband service.
No other business aircraft manufacturer innovates like Gulfstream. The G500 stretches the limits of high-speed travel. It’s the
only jet in its class to combine incredible speed with significant
range. Just another way Gulfstream creates and delivers the world’s
finest aviation experience. BAI
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REGULATIONS

Issues Affecting
‘Ease of Doing Aviation
Business in India’
Besides ensuring inclusive economic growth, the small aircraft industry in NSOP/GA
category in India provide critical services. It is important to let this vital industry grow.

ILLUSTRATION: Anoop Kamath

By Group Captain Rajesh K. Bali (Retd)
Managing Director, Business Aircraft Operators Association
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REGULATIONS

I

ndia’s fast growing economy definitely needs every effort to
be made to facilitate growth of NSOP/GA industry that provides
the efficient means of doing business in a developed economy.
Besides ensuring inclusive economic growth, the small aircraft
industry in NSOP/GA category in India, provide medical emergency flights, pilgrimage flights and timely support during natural
calamities, as was the case in Uttaranchal Pradesh three years ago.
Following are the specific issues are required to be addressed immediately to let this vital industry grow and be ready to contribute to
faster growth of the nation:

SECURITY CLEARANCE FOR ALL DIRECTOR OF THE COMPANY
FROM MHA

ment of Air Defence Clearance (ADC) given by Indian Air Forces.
DGCA, as a safety regulator of the state, now meets its obligation for
foreign flights of NSOP by means of endorsing ‘ops specifications’ on
CoR of the aircraft. This YA Number requirement should be immediately withdrawn for Indian registered NSOP.
E-GOVERNANCE FOR ALL CLEARANCE RELATED TO BA/GA

In view of the e-GCA programme, aimed at online regulatory clearances, getting unduly delayed, e-filing should be immediately started
in DGCA to help monitor movement of files. This would provide
intermediate respite to NSOP/GA operator before e-GCA finally
comes through.

This remains a big concern for all new operators and the ones whose
‘AOC’ is due for renewal. The rationale and time-frame needs to be
reviewed in contemporary environment. Issue of passport takes 3
days today, but Director’s security clearance takes 3 to 4 months and
in some cases even up to one year. The whole process needs to made
time-bound.

PROPORTIONATE REGULATIONS

ISSUE OF NOC FOR AIRCRAFT IMPORT

MRO APPROVALS

The process of issuing NOC and the allied requirements need to be
rationalised. This process at MoCA/DGCA level takes 3-4 month, if
not more. Alongside, the need to seek parking permission from airport operator further delays induction of aircraft. Parking permission is not required to be insisted upon for small aircraft of <20 seating capacity. These small aircraft can be parked at any airport based
on real-time availability of parking and, DGCA’s approved SOPs at
different airports to ensure no congestion is caused and safety not
compromised.

The existing norms of MRO approval need to be reviewed. Instant
approval for OEM/FAA/EASA approved facilities to be given based
on ‘Table Top’ exercise. Physical inspection to be insisted only when
genuine doubts exist and the same decided at the level of DG/JDG.

ISSUE OF FATA

TRADE FREE ZONE AT METRO AIRPORTS/MRO HUBS

This is another cumbersome process when a new type aircraft is
introduced in India. This again should not take more than 7 days and
initial FATA validity of foreign pilot should be one year. At present, it
is a three step process including passing of Air Regulation examination and security clearance. Innovations in aviation industry begin
at the level of small aircraft. Therefore, NSOP & GA industry will
continue to import newly-introduced small aircraft in future as well.
There is a need to simplify the process, as it is practised in US and
Europe, to save time and money for operators who are required to
pay heavily due to time taken to get Indian pilots reach level of proficiency on the new aircraft.

Create ‘trade free zones’ at metros and other MRO hubs to facilitate
MRO business and optimise India’s potential to be a MRO hub in the
region. This would allow green channel clearance of all spares to
reduce ‘turn around time’ for MRO services.

DGCA needs to diligently work on ensuring all modes of public air
transportation like airlines, SCA, NSOP have common but differentiated (based on AUW, Size, Type of Operation, Pax Capacity, Area
of Operation) financial and safety regulations to facilitate efficient
operations and maximising use of costly aircraft inventory.

EXTERNAL COMMERCIAL BARROWINGS

Norms of external commercial barrowing to be eased to allow BA/
GA/MRO industry seek loans at 1 to 5 per cent interest from foreign
lending institutes.

REVIEW CIVIL AIRCRAFT IMPORT BEING IN NEGATIVE LIST

Rationale of civil aircraft import being in the “negative list” needs to
be reviewed. While government clearance may be a requirement for
NSOP, private owner should be exempted. In the same way, security
clearance of directors for a private aircraft owner needs relook. This
was not required till a few years ago.

AOR AT DEFENCE AIRFIELDS

Many defence airfields are regularly used
for civil flights, where permission, in the
form of AOR is required for NSOP/GA aircraft. There is need to review this very
requirement of AOR, as well as the existing
time-frame of 30 days advance notice for
restricted defence airfields.
YA PERMISSION TO FLY ABROAD

The rationale of seeking permission to fly
abroad for Indian NSOP/GA operators is not
understood. The real-time information on
each international flight is available with
FIRs in India, where Air Force Liaison Units
(AFLU) are co-located to address all require-
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In view of the e-GCA
programme, aimed
at online regulatory
clearances, getting
unduly delayed, e-filing should be immediately started in
DGCA to help monitor
movement of files

RELAXING RBI NORM INVOLVING NSOP/
GA AIRCRAFT IMPORT

While RBI has eased certain norms for
transfer of funds for aircraft import in the
recent past, there is still scope to ensure
that this process is simplified further to
allow payment of advance. The system of
issuing Letter of Type Acceptance (LOTA)
by DGCA, before remittance of advance
for purchase of new ‘first of type’ aircraft
model, needs to be immediately reviewed.
LOTA should be mandated while granting final approval to import aircraft in the
country instead of being asked at the time
of applying for initial approval for import/
acquisition of the aircraft. BAI
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TAXATION

True ‘Make in India’ in Aviation
Will Not be Possible Without
‘Moratorium on All Taxes’
It would be wise for the exchequer to weigh the benefits accruing out of such high
taxes/rate of interests against stifling of the GDP due to loss of business, in favour of
competitor countries.

ILLUSTRATION: Anoop Kamath

By Colonel Sanjay Julka (Retd)
CEO, India Flysafe Aviation Limited
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TAXATION
Mumbai-based aircraft
Global 6000 (400h a year)

Dubai-based aircraft Global
6000 (400h a year)

Per hour on fuel (`)

90,000

66000

Per hour effect of 2.5% custom
duty calculated over 10 years (`)

55,000

Nil

Per hour effect of 15% service tax
calculated over 10 years (`)

75,000

Nil

2,20,000

66,000

Total effect (`)

W

ould you ever think of sending your Samsung
washing machine to Korea for servicing? Or let’s
say it had a service centre in one of your neighbouring countries. Would you find it acceptable to
have it serviced there, bear the shipping costs and a
mounting load of laundry until it comes back? Ofcourse, not!
Now replace the word ‘washing machines’ with ‘aircraft’.
While the previous discussion was hypothetical, the same cannot be said of aircraft. For aircraft major inspections or overhauls,
or paint or refurbishment, Indian aviation operators generally
fly their aircraft out to other countries where the cost of maintenance is cheaper as a result of lower taxes. While you do not
send your washing machine to a foreign country because of time
restrictions, in the case of aircraft, time is of no constraint as the
aircraft just takes off to the foreign destination for maintenance
or even for business. It is the Government’s economic function
to create favourable competitive conditions for industries, especially those where the competition from
the neighbouring countries can easily be
employed or effected. Some of these industries include software development, consultancy, aviation, etc.
Even in charter flying, it is at times
actually cheaper to hire an aircraft from a
neighbouring country, than from India. For
instance, the costs to fly an aircraft based in
Dubai to Mumbai, pick up passengers for a
one way trip to London and then return to
Dubai is less than an aircraft based in Mumbai to fly to London and back. Have we not
heard Indian MRO Companies setting up
bases abroad or foreign airlines coming
into India and taking Indian passengers to a
third country. A country where the employment index or wages are so low, and which
sits pretty on the world map as an ideal location for a major aviation hub, should be able
to capture not only the Indian market but
also the market from abroad. Instead, we
continue to loose business to foreign companies, that too, in the age of ‘Make in India’.
Does all this not appear ‘absurd’ or ‘traitorous’. A comparison of the unfavourable conditions/inferior economic conditions under
which an aircraft in India operates vis a vis
an aircraft parked in Dubai, is laid out in the
cost comparison table (above).

Difference per hour in the costs between
Mumbai- and Dubai-based aircrafts

1,54,000

An aircraft’s operating cost is higher in Mumbai than that in
Dubai because `1,54,000 per hour more, accounts towards national
taxes (the high ownership costs due to Rupee loan being 8 to 9 per
cent higher than the dollar loan has not even been considered. Many
a times, in India, the ownership costs alone, make the business model
of an airline or an aircraft operator, unviable as it is impossible to beat
the ownership costs of foreign airlines/aircraft operators). It would
be wise for the exchequer to weigh the benefits accruing out of such
high taxes/rate of interests against stifling of the GDP due to loss of
business, in favour of competitor countries.
It is now the task of regulators and national leadership, to
deal with this threat and harness the potential that this industry
has in India. Government could do tremendous good by declaring a moratorium on taxes in aviation for a few years till we catch
up on the lost potential. The revenues it earns from the boost in
business or the national growth that the industry would bring in,
would far off-set the much needed tax break. The multiplier effect
of business aviation may be measured in
terms of its direct and indirect impact on
nation building. The direct impact covers
operational revenues in terms of fuel, airport usage, insurance, direct employment,
MROs, etc. The indirect impact refers to
the economic impact from the spurt in
other activities boosted by the presence of
business aviation, like, remote area connectivity, industrialisation, tourism and
pilgrimage, disaster management and life
saving missions, policing and internal security, survey and exploration, agriculture,
aerial photography, power line installation,
transport heavy equipment to inaccessible
areas, sports, etc.
The Government also needs to encourage leasing into India by relaxing the policies and inviting/encouraging foreign leasing companies to open shop into India.
Alternatively, arranging for loans at low
ROIs for aviation is another way that the
Government can help. It may be a counter
productive move for the banking sector
of the country, but the growth of aviation
market will have a multiplier effect on the
economy and nation building.
Just like our washing machines, we’d
like our airplanes also to be serviced within
our country ! BAI

Government could
do tremendous
good by declaring
a moratorium on
taxes in aviation
for a few years till
we catch up on the
lost potential. The
revenues it earns
from the boost in
business or the
national growth
that the industry
would bring in,
would far off-set the
much needed tax
break.
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profile

embraer executive jets

Performance, Reliability
and State-of-the-Art
PHOTOGRAPHS: Embraer

Embraer Executive Jets sets new technological standards in business aviation

By Claudio Camelier
Vice President, Sales in Asia-Pacific and the Middle East, Embraer Executive Jets
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E

mbraer Executive Jets recently marked the 1,100
delivery of its business jets. Utilizing the engineering
expertise, business acumen and customer appreciation
that made it the world’s third-largest commercial aircraft
manufacturer in the world, Embraer in 15 short years has
advanced the technological boundaries of business aviation with
clean-sheet aircraft that redefine their sectors.
With over 670 customers flying 1,100 aircraft in more than
70 countries, Embraer’s business aviation division has accumulated a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 19 per cent since
2002, when the first executive jet model was delivered. In 2016,
Embraer’s market share represented 18 per cent of the industry’s
global deliveries.
Embraer Executive Jets wide portfolio of business jets, from
the entry level Phenom 100 to the ultra large Lineage 1000E has
also been well received in India by customers who seek business
jets that can offer performance, reliability and state-of-the-art
technologies that elevate the passenger experience, enhance
safety and increase the efficiency of every aircraft. Also critical
in Embraer Executive Jets’ popularity in the market is the comprehensive and responsive service offered by its customer support team.
Modern avionics greatly enhance pilot situational awareness
– a key factor in improving safety across all sectors of aviation –
and Embraer has developed a full suite of cutting-edge technologies for business jets to assist flight crews during every phase
of flight.

THE MAKING OF A BEST-SELLER

The Phenom 300 has been the most delivered business jet across the
industry globally for the last four years.
Both the Phenom 100 entry level and Phenom 300 light jets
have gained good traction in India. It is a well-received aircraft in
India because of its ability to land on or take off from short runways,
along with its performance and reliability attributes.
The aircraft is equipped with the state-of-the-art Prodigy Touch
avionics. Composed by three 14.1 inch monitors, two touchscreen
controllers and many other functions, it supports graphical flight
planning instead of the traditional text inputs, presents detailed
monitoring maps of critical systems as fuel, electric and hydraulics
and also a weather radar with vertical scan capability. A datalink
option allows to send aircraft data to the ground, a handful tool for
its monitoring.
Finally, the Synthetic Vision System (SVS) that provides pilots a
sophisticated, realistic, three-dimensional, highly- detailed computerized rendering of the topographic landscape directly to the cockpit’s primary flight display. This enables pilots to traverse smoothly
in spite of low visibility or challenging weather conditions.
TRANSCENDING TO A NEW LEVEL OF PASSENGER EXPERIENCE
THROUGH TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS

Embraer’s Legacy 500 and Legacy 450, the two most recent aircraft
models, were designed from the ground up by the customer, for the
customer, and provides a cabin with a size, comfort and function
unrivalled by any other midsize jets. Indeed, the Legacy 500 also

The cockpit of Phenom 300
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The cockpit of Legacy 500

compares favourably with many of the larger, more expensive super
midsize jets currently on offer.
The Brazilian manufacturer’s decision to build an all-new aircraft—
rather than simply upgrade an existing model—also ensured that only
the most modern, functional and efficient technologies were used to
create the largest, quietest, most comfortable and most adaptable cabin
available in both the Legacy 450’s and Legacy 500’s respective classes.
The loss of situational awareness is a primary safety concern
for everyone in business aviation, and Embraer Executive Jets has
developed a full suite of cutting-edge technologies to assist flight
crews during all phases of flight, including state-of-the-art visionassist systems designed specifically for the mission of each aircraft,
be it a Phenom, Legacy or Lineage executive jet.

The safety benefits of Head-up Displays cannot be understated.
Renowned international organisation Flight Safety Foundation has conducted in-depth, widely-cited studies of HUDs (also
known as Head-up Guidance System Technology).
It was concluded that HUDs used by a fully-trained crew
might have prevented or at least mitigated almost 70 per cent
of the 341 takeoff and landing accidents between 1995 and 2007
and close to 60 per cent of the 123 loss of control accidents that
occurred in those same 13 years, by far the most common accidents to occur in Flight Safety Foundation’s study.
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The cockpit of the Legacy 450 and Legacy 500 is the only one in
its class to offer a full fly-by-wire flight control system. Fly-by-wire
enhances the pilot’s control of the aircraft to guarantee the smoothest flight possible and ensures the highest level of precision and
safety. Sidesticks allow for a cleaner, more ergonomic cockpit and
increased leg room improves both the comfort and productivity of
the flight crew.
The Rockwell Collins ProLine Fusion system is one of the most
advanced available in the market. Composed by four 15 inch screen
with split capability, it is complements by key functionalities. One
of them is the Autothrottle, a feature usually found in larger jets
that tremendously reduces the crew workload. The Head-Up Display (HUD) and the Enhanced Flight Vision System (EFVS), are
one of the most advanced tools and have been incorporated to the
Legacy 450 and Legacy 500 to improve situational awareness.
Combined, they compose the E2VS (Embraer Enhanced Vision
System). Based on infrared technology, they allow seeing through
fog, rain or snow, increasing operational safety, especially during
landing phase. An airplane with E2VS can be approved to operate under lower visibility conditions than other airplanes that do
not have the system. In addition, the Legacy 450 and Legacy 500
are the only aircraft in their categories to offer the Autobrake that
assures maximum braking predictability and efficiency.
Embraer Executive Jets’ commitment to innovation and challenging convention has enabled the company to rapidly grow its
appeal in the market as well as its market share. It will be interesting
to see what new technologies lie ahead of us in the next 10 years. BAI
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jet aviation

Industry leader then and now: The VIP-outfitted Convair 880 at Paris Airshow 1977 launched Jet Aviation’s Completions business

An Evolution in Aviation
Jet Aviation’s Global Legacy Continues
From its humble beginnings in a hangar at Basel EuroAirport to a company with 30
locations and close to 4,500 employees worldwide, no other company provides more
services to business aviation today than Jet Aviation. And, as the company celebrates
its 50th anniversary in 2017, Jet Aviation is poised for further growth.

PHOTOGRAPH: Jet Aviation

By SP’s Correspondent

W

hen the closing of a charter company in 1967
made a hangar at Basel EuroAirport available,
Carl W. Hirschmann recognized an opportunity.
Already a partner in a Swiss charter operation with
four retired U.S. Air Force generals, Hirschmann
was well aware of the need for reliable aviation maintenance services
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in Europe. So when he launched Jet Aviation as a new maintenance
company from Hangar Three at EuroAirport on November 27, 1967,
he didn’t just intend to provide service support to his charter company’s four Learjet 23s, but was determined to develop comprehensive
maintenance services for the growing number of business jets across
the industry globally.
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Jet Aviation began expanding its services and activities in 1969
with a series of acquisitions, starting with the addition of Pilatus’
ground handling and maintenance facilities in Zurich and Geneva.
That move propelled Jet Aviation into the FBO business, from where
it began to offer handling services to chartered flights, private, corporate and government and military aircraft. Three years later, the
company introduced aircraft management and charter services.
In the 1970s, Jet Aviation started opening facilities abroad,
beginning with a maintenance facility in Germany and an FBO
in Jeddah. In 1977, the company truly rocked business aviation
circles when it brought an old Cathay Pacific Convair 880 outfitted with a luxury interior to the 1977 Paris Air Show, ultimately
launching its now renowned Completions business. And having
established its leading role in the industry, it wasn’t about to stop
exerting its influence.
Jet Aviation was the first business aviation services company to
set up a Fixed Base Operation (FBO) in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
when it opened a ground handling and maintenance services facility
for the private aviation industry in Jeddah in 1979. Two years later,
it opened its second FBO in the Middle East in Riyadh, setting itself
up to provide ‘round-the-clock’ aircraft and passenger handling services from two dedicated VIP terminals.
Through the 1980s, Jet Aviation became the first global player
in the business aviation market by building and acquiring FBOs and
management companies in the United States. Consolidation and
steady growth then marked the 1990s, while the company turned its
focus to the Far East. In 1996, Jet Aviation launched its maintenance
and FBO facility at Seletar airport in Singapore at the Singapore Airshow, which was followed by an aircraft management and charter
office opening in Hong Kong in 2001, and an MRO and FBO facility
at Dubai International Airport in 2005.
With Jet Aviation’s unique corporate profile in a bullish global
business aviation market, the company soon caught the interest of
private equity firm Permia Funds, which purchased Jet Aviation in
October 2005. A year later, the company acquired St. Louis-based
Midcoast Aviation, adding another completions and maintenance
operation. And on November 5, 2008, Permira sold Jet Aviation
to General Dynamics, beginning a new era for the company under
American leadership.
Today, Jet Aviation is widely recognized as one of the world’s
leading business-aviation services companies, providing maintenance, completions and refurbishment, FBO and fuel services, along
with aircraft management, charter and staffing services – from its
30 airport facilities throughout Europe, the Middle East, Asia, North
America and the Caribbean.
MAINTENANCE, REPAIR & OVERHAUL

Jet Aviation operates four major MRO hubs — located in Basel
Switzerland; Dubai, United Arab Emirates; Singapore; and St.
Louis, MO — which are supported by other global maintenance
facilities to meet regional demand. The center in Basel, where Jet
Aviation started 50 years ago, is now one of the industry’s de facto
capitals for European business aviation. The location employs
more than 1,600 professionals delivering the full range of maintenance services for most current models and the majority of out
of- production models of Airbus, Boeing, Bombardier, Dassault,
Embraer and Gulfstream aircraft.
To meet growing demand in Asia, particularly for large, longrange business jets, Jet Aviation plans two new hangar projects
to go operational in Macau and Singapore in Q4 2017. In August, it
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will begin constructing a new wide-body hangar in Basel to increase
capacity for MRO, Refurbishment and Completions activities.
COMPLETIONS

The company’s Completions centers in Basel and St. Louis provide
deep, first-class experience in completions. Both deliver all of the
key functions and trades needed to execute a project from beginning
to end with in-house capabilities in design, engineering, cabinetry,
upholstery, sheet metal, composite and paint. The teams at each location work together to transform visions from customers or the sites’
designers to final products using the latest technological advances.
In keeping with Jet Aviation’s industry-leading weight management processes, Basel recently redelivered VVIP Airbus ACJ330 and
ACJ319 aircraft to a Middle Eastern customer that were significantly
lighter than required by the customer, despite the use of a selection of
high-end finishes and custom designs.
FIXED BASE OPERATIONS

Consistently ranked in the top 10 for FBO service in international
customer polls, Jet Aviation’s international network of more than
20 FBOs provides passenger handling, aircraft refueling and quick
turnaround assistance. Its global team of professionals is trained to
the highest service standards in the industry, ensuring excellent care
for passengers, flight crews and the aircraft. In December 2016, the
company’s entire network of FBO facilities across EMEA and Asia
received registration to the IS-BAH™ Standard.
More recently, Jet Aviation has been committed to increasing its
presence in locations important to its customers. The company celebrated the opening of a new world-class FBO at Washington Dulles
International Airport in April 2017, followed by the opening of a new
hangar and Fixed Base Operation (FBO) terminal at Hanscom Field
in Boston/Bedford in June. In July, it hosted a grand opening at its
newly-branded Jet Aviation San Juan FBO at Luis Muñoz Marin
International Airport in Puerto Rico.
FLIGHT SERVICES

As one of the largest aircraft management and charter operations in
the world, Jet Aviation’s European and U.S. divisions jointly manage
and operate a fleet of more than 300 aircraft. Last year, Jet Aviation
logged over 60,000 flight hours worldwide. In the U.S., Jet Aviation
holds its own Aircraft Operator Certificate. In Europe and Asia, it
holds Aircraft Operator Certificates for Germany, Switzerland and
Hong Kong, and recently signed a joint venture agreement to establish an aircraft management and charter operation in Malta.
Jet Aviation has the capability to track your aircraft 24/7, anywhere in the world. Its teams of highly-skilled and experienced
professionals can meet your daily aircraft operation needs from the
company’s strategically-located operations centers in Teterboro,
New Jersey; Burbank, California; Chicago, Illinois; Dubai, United
Emirates; and Zurich, Switzerland.
STAFFING

Jet Aviation is the only global business-aviation company offering
a full range of staffing services, including placement of full-time
staff for business jet operators, career transition/outplacement
services and payroll solutions. In the U.S., temporary placements
are also available.
To commemorate its 50th anniversary in 2017 and demonstrate
its readiness to embrace the future, Jet Aviation launched a new
company logo and corporate emblem on January 1, 2017. BAI
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photo feature

Brazil: Making a Mark
Latin American Business Aviation Conference & Exhibition (LABACE), Latin America's
largest business aviation fair, and the world's second largest, celebrated its 15th year
with its 2017 edition. Each passing year has been a victory, the consolidation of general
aviation in this successful project. During these 15 years LABACE has received 1,34,313
visitors, 1,719 exhibitors and, in the static area, 603 aircraft. Significant numbers that
made LABACE reference in the world of business aviation. This year, the business
aviation fair took place from August 15 to 17 at the Congonhas Airport, São Paulo, Brazil.
A glimpse of the front runners in the business aviation industry at the fair.

Embraer’s unique Legacy 650E paint scheme makes a splash at LABACE

PHOTOGRAPHS: Embraer, Dassault Aviation, Bombardier, HondaJet

Embraer’s Legacy 650E debut surprised visitors with a unique paint scheme at LABACE 2017. Legacy 650E’s bold
new external paint design – a visual masterpiece that unites the aircraft’s classic aesthetic and robust heritage with its
modern appeal and advanced technology – magnificently reflects the Legacy 650E’s prominence as a globally desired
business jet. Featuring a beautiful blue gradient as its backdrop, the aircraft’s color scheme conveys a sense of power,
integrity and safety through the generous use of dark blue; the gradual light blue transition represents health, tranquility and inspiration; and metallic silver accents provide an elegant and rich appearance. A world map, replete with
visual reminders of the jet’s attributes and value proposition, provides a stunning centerpiece for the meticulously
designed artwork and brings the Legacy 650E’s evolution to life.
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Dassault’s Falcon 8X @ LABACE 2017
Dassault’s newest business jet, the ultra-long range Falcon 8X, along with the legendary Falcon 7X and the Falcon
2000S featured in the recently concluded LABACE 2017 at São Paulo’s Congonhas Airport. Less than one year after
certification of the 6,450 nm/11,945 km trijet, the 8X is in operation in nearly all key markets around the world, including the United States, Europe, the Middle East, India and will soon enter service in China.
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Bombardier delivers its first Learjet 75 in Brazil

HondaJet obtains Brazilian Type Certification

On August 14, Bombardier announced that it delivered its first
Learjet 75 aircraft to a Brazilian customer. The aircraft joins
Bombardier’s business jet fleet of 685 Learjet, Challenger and
Global aircraft in Latin America. The aircraft was also the
100th Learjet 75 jet to be delivered.

HondaJet received its type certificate from Brazilian National
Civil Aviation Agency on August 8, 2017. The announcement
was made at the annual LABACE 2017. In conjunction with
LABACE, the HondaJet will tour around Central and Latin
America, throughout the months of August and September.
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Gulfstream delivers 550th G550

G

ulfstream Aerospace Corp. recently announced that it
has delivered its 550th Gulfstream G550, solidifying the
aircraft’s position as one of business aviation’s most popular jets.
“This milestone delivery affirms the continued demand for the
G550, one of the most dependable and sought-after aircraft in the
world today,” said Mark Burns, President, Gulfstream. “The G550’s
best-in-class range and payload have earned it a lasting reputation
as a versatile aircraft for business aviation and an ideal platform for
special missions.”
Powered by two robust Rolls-Royce BR710 C4-11 engines, the
G550 has the longest range of any business jet in its class. It can
easily carry up to 19 passengers between the world’s business
capitals and can fly eight passengers and four crew 6,750 nautical
miles/12,501 kilometers nonstop, connecting New York with Dubai
at Mach 0.80, or London with Los Angeles at Mach 0.85. The aircraft has amassed more than 50 city-pair speed records during its
more than 10 years in service, including London to Tokyo in just
over 11 hours and Beijing to New York in just under 14.
“The G550 has set the standard others follow,” Burns said. “The
only aircraft in service today that fly farther than the G550 are our
own Gulfstream G650 and G650ER. The G550 was also the first to
feature our award-winning PlaneView™ flight deck, which quickly

became the new ideal in business aviation. The aircraft’s technological and safety advances even led the G550 to be awarded the
prestigious Robert J. Collier Trophy.”
The Gulfstream G550 can fly at a maximum cruise altitude of
51,000 feet/15,545 meters and at speeds up to Mach 0.885. A fully
equipped G550 offers numerous possible cabin layouts and options
to fit a variety of missions. BAI
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The 10th anniversary of the first flight of Phenom 100

E

mbraer Executive Jets is celebrating the tenth anniversary of
the first flight of its Phenom 100 entry level business jet. This
celebration is the theme of the Company’s presence at the
Experimental Aviation Association’s annual airshow in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin, where a mockup of the aircraft was first displayed, in
2006. The Phenom 100 was certified in December 2008, when the
first aircraft was delivered to a customer. In 2009, JetSuite and
Executive AirShare introduced the Phenom 100 into their fleets.
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By the end of 2010, 199 aircraft had been delivered and the Phenom 100 had become the most delivered business jet in the world.
In July 2016, the Phenom 100 EV was introduced, delivering
greater performance, especially in hot-and-high operations, and
the first aircraft was delivered to a customer in March 2017.
Today, with over 350 aircraft flying in 37 countries, the Phenom
100 is renowned for its high utilization design and low operating
and maintenance costs, among owner-pilots, corporations, charter
and fractional operators. The aircraft is also considered ideal for
preparing cadets for multi-engine jet operations, and is in use by
flight training academies worldwide.
The fleet of Embraer Executive Jets’ Phenom 100 and Phenom
300 is approaching 800 in close to 40 countries, and together, they
have now reached the mark of one million flight hours, having
entered service in late 2008 and 2009, respectively.
The Phenom 100 EV features modified Pratt & Whitney Canada
PW617F1-E engines, with 1,730 pounds of thrust, reaching a 405 ktas
high speed cruise and up to 15 per cent more thrust at hot-and-high
airports, which equates to more range and a faster time to climb.
The aircraft has a four-occupant range of 1,178 nautical miles (2,182
km), with NBAA IFR reserves. The pilot-friendly cockpit enables
single-pilot operation, with situational awareness enhanced by the
advanced man-machine interface of the touchscreen-controlled
Prodigy Touch flight deck, based on the Garmin G3000, with larger
HD displays, split screen capability, and a new weather radar. BAI
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Falcon 5X first flight

D

assault Aviation’s all-new Falcon 5X has made its first flight
in July, allowing the ultra wide body twinjet to embark on a
limited number of preliminary flight tests before the commencement of the full fledged flight test campaign, scheduled to
begin next year. The aircraft took off today from Dassault’s Bordeaux-Mérignac final assembly facility with test pilots Philippe
Deleume and Philippe Rebourg at the controls.
The two-hour flight was performed with a preliminary version of the Safran Silvercrest engines, because design issues have
delayed the power plant development four years beyond the initial
timetable.
This advanced flight test campaign will permit to collect a certain
amount of airframe and systems data
that could not be generated during
a ground test campaign undertaken
earlier this spring. The ground campaign included ground runs as well as
low and high speed taxi tests.
The purpose of the present flight
test campaign, which will last only a
few weeks, is to help streamline the

development process. Flight validation and certification tests will
be performed next year, once Safran delivers certifiable engines
meeting Dassault’s specifications.
“We’re committed to limiting the consequences of the four year
engine development delay as much as possible and the short preliminary flight test campaign is part of this effort,” said Eric Trappier, Dassault Aviation Chairman & CEO. “We will closely monitor
the validation tests on the modified Silvercrest, which are scheduled by Safran in the few coming months, as their results will be
critical for meeting the 5X entry into
service in 2020.
“Our customers are anxious to fly
our new wide body Falcon,” continued Trappier. “Combined with the
5X’s new generation digital flight
controls, the new ultra efficient wing
will make it possible to blend the
spaciousness and comfort of large
cabin jets with the maneuverability,
efficiency and airport capability of
much smaller aircraft, establishing
a new benchmark for the long range
business jet market.” BAI

Cessna Caravan gets next-gen Garmin G1000 NXi avionics
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T

extron Aviation Inc., a Textron Inc. company, today announced
on July 24 that it has introduced the Garmin G1000 NXi integrated flight deck to the new production of its authoritative
Cessna Grand Caravan EX and Cessna Caravan platforms. The
company has received Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) certification for the Garmin G1000 NXi-equipped Caravan platform, allowing deliveries to
commence in the US and Europe.
“The Cessna Caravan product line continues to lead the modern single-engine utility turboprop segment, and introducing the
new Garmin G1000 NXi avionics further confirms our commitment to investing in this proven and versatile platform,” said Rob
Scholl, Senior Vice President, Sales and Marketing. “The Caravan
platform has the capability to perform an impressive range of challenging missions, and now with a more streamlined and connected
experience in the cockpit, pilots will have the modern design and
state-of-the-art technologies at their fingertips.”
The G1000 NXi avionics platform brings customers the latest
in performance enhancements. Features include significant flight
display modernization with faster processing times, improved
graphics rendering and enhanced readability with LED backlighting. Capability improvements include map overlay on the HSI,
improved FMS capabilities to include visual approaches, standard
ADS-B out and optional ADS-B in, the ability to view VFR and IFR
charts on the moving map, animated Sirius XM weather depiction
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and more. As an option, SurfaceWatch will also provide enhanced
runway situational awareness.
The Cessna Caravan fleet of over 2,600 aircraft is certified in
100 countries with more than 19 million flight hours amassed since
the aircraft was introduced. Caravan fulfill roles for multiple missions, ranging from flight training to recreation, commuter airlines
to VIP transport, cargo carriers and humanitarian missions. BAI
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Global 7000 aircraft surpasses 500 flight test hours

B

ombardier Business Aircraft recently announced that its
Global 7000 aircraft flight test programme is progressing
as planned and has surpassed the 500-hour milestone. With
three flight test vehicles (FTVs) in flight testing and two remaining FTVs to join shortly, the Global 7000 aircraft program is on
track to meet the aircraft’s targeted entry-into-service in the second half of 2018.
Bombardier also confirmed that the first several customer
aircraft are progressing smoothly through production, with four
Global 7000 business jets currently in final assembly at the Bom-

bardier facility in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
“The three flight test vehicles have been meeting all performance and reliability expectations for this stage in the flight test
program, and the pace of testing will continue to accelerate with
the two remaining FTVs progressing well towards their respective first flights. The aircraft’s high degree of maturity is very
encouraging as we continue to push the limits of every aspect of
this game-changing aircraft’s performance,” said Michel Ouellette, Senior Vice President, Global 7000 and Global 8000 Program. “With more than 500 flight test hours already logged, the
program’s development and certification schedule is on track. Our
confidence level is high as we accumulate more flight hours and
push towards entry-into-service in the second half of 2018.”
In November 2016, Bombardier began flight testing its stateof-the-art Global 7000 business jet with the maiden flight of first
flight test vehicle 1 (FTV1). FTV1 came close to surpassing the
speed of sound, reaching M 0.995 during a test flight in March
2017 – the largest business jet to operate so close to the sound
barrier. The second flight test vehicle (FTV2) and third flight
test vehicle (FTV3) joined the program in March and May 2017,
respectively.
The comprehensive testing conducted using the three FTVs
over the course of the 500 flight hours has demonstrated the
capability of the aircraft’s propulsion, avionics, electrical and
mechanical systems. This testing will account for the majority of
the certification requirements. BAI

Jet Aviation opens new FBO at Boston/Bedford
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J

et Aviation celebrated the opening of a new hangar and Fixed
Base Operation (FBO) terminal at Hanscom Field in Boston/
Bedford with a welcome reception on June 8, 2017. More than
80 guests including customers and industry members attended
the event.
“With these new facilities and added capabilities at Boston/
Bedford, Jet Aviation is truly taking a big step into the future of
premium service for our customers and the community here,”
said Jet Aviation President Rob
Smith. “The new ‘state-of-the-art’
facilities are designed and built
to improve safety and efficiency,
and are also more protective of the
environment. We are working with
the United States Green Building Council to gain Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) certification.”
Smith noted that the new
40,000 square-foot hangar is capable of handling aircraft up to the
Gulfstream G650 and the Global
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7000. The two-story FBO terminal has 13,000 square feet dedicated
to customer service and another 16,000 square feet of office and shop
space. The 92,000 square-foot ramp and apron have been upgraded,
while a new entrance roadway, parking, and utilities connecting to
the FBO have been installed.
The grand opening featured a welcome reception attended by
customers, business and government leaders, airport executives,
project developers and members of
the aviation industry.
John Langevin, Vice President of Jet Aviation FBO Operations in North America, said, “The
expanded FBO at Boston/Bedford
is among many recent and upcoming improvements to Jet Aviation’s
Global FBO Network. The new
FBO at Washington Dulles International Airport opened in April
and a grand opening is planned
soon for the newly-branded Jet
Aviation San Juan FBO at Luis
Muñoz Marin International Airport in Puerto Rico.” BAI
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First PC-24 series aircraft successfully married

F

inal assembly work on first PC-24 customer aircraft is proceeding at a swift pace: the fuselage and wings of the first
series-built PC-24 were joined together at the head office site
on July 12, 2017. Series production is being accelerated continuously to ensure that prompt deliveries of first customer aircraft
can go ahead immediately after certification.
This operation, referred to as a ‘marriage’, requires the highest degree of concentration from the Pilatus builders. The process of attaching the wings to the fuselage demands accuracy to
within a hundredth of a millimetre. Not to mention that the con-

nection has to be solid enough to last for a ‘business jet lifetime’.
This extremely important stage sees our technicians join the 16.8
metre fuselage to the wings, spanning 17 metres. The ‘marriage’
is followed by the cabin installation and commissioning and testing of the aircraft systems.
George Antoniadis, President and CEO of PlaneSense, travelled from the USA especially for the marriage. He expressed
his pleasure on this occasion, commenting as follows: “We are
excited to witness the fuselage-wing mating of the first production PC-24. We are proud to see the PC-24 sporting the PlaneSense® colors, being the culmination of years of preparation.”
André Zimmermann, Vice President of PC-24 at Pilatus,
added: “I am extremely pleased that today we successfully
completed the fuselage to wing marriage of the first PC-24 for
customer delivery. This is another very important and significant milestone in the PC-24’s development programme. We are
now looking forward with great anticipation and tremendous
pride to the very first customer handover later this year when
PlaneSense®will take delivery of their PC-24 and we witness the
entry into service of our Super Versatile Jet.”
The very first PC-24 will go to the American fractional aircraft
ownership business immediately after certification, scheduled
during the 4th quarter of 2017. PlaneSense® currently operates
34 PC-12s in the USA. It will deploy six PC-24s in the future, using
the Super Versatile Jet to expand our offering and strengthen our
market presence even further. BAI

Denali momentum continues as build of first aircraft begins
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O

ne year after unveiling a cabin mockup of its all-new highperformance single-engine turboprop at Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) AirVenture Oshkosh, Textron Aviation Inc., a Textron Inc. company, has made significant progress in
bringing to market the Cessna Denali. Manufacturing of the first
full airframe test article has begun and the team has started building tooling for production. The clean-sheet Denali is being designed
to meet the needs of customers and
outperform its competition in capability, cabin experience, ownership
costs and pilot interface.
“This will be the first airplane in
its class to offer a FADEC-equipped
engine, which will ease pilot workload, and that’s just one of the features that will make the Cessna
Denali a best-in-class aircraft,” said
Brad Thress, senior vice president,
Engineering. “We picked up great
momentum when we debuted the
Denali at last year’s Oshkosh with
a great response from the marketplace, and now we’re making excel-
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lent progress in the aircraft’s development programme. The team
began propeller test runs and component tests with GE’s new
advanced turboprop engine, and door fit checks with our 51-inch
wide by 53-inch tall aft cargo door that special mission operators
are going to love.”
Thress said airframe design for the Cessna Denali is nearing
completion and the engineering team has started to release the
drawings to continue assembly of
test articles and prototypes as well as
detail tooling, floor assembly fixtures
and assembly bond fixtures. Since
the Denali was unveiled at Oshkosh
last summer, the programme has
started fabrication of the first full airframe test article to be used for static
and fatigue testing. Additional test
articles have been completed and initiated testing, including the fuel system iron bird test article and cabin
and cargo door test articles.
The programme is targeted to
achieve first flight in 2018 and letters
of intent are being accepted. BAI
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“In a country like India with limited support from the industry and market,
initiating 50 years ago (in 1964) publishing magazines relating to Army,
Navy and Aviation sectors without any interruption is a commendable job
on the part of SP Guide
“ Publications. By this, SP Guide Publications has
established the fact that continuing quality work in any field would result in
success.”
Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister of India (*message received in 2014)

LEGACY 500: YOU FEEL AT HOME
“The first experience I had with the Legacy 500 was when I got a call to come to the airport to view it. It was a beautiful, beautiful sight.
I remember vividly flying back from Brazil when we went down to pick up the Legacy 500. Just being with the family on the
plane, being able to enjoy the aircraft and to be able to hear each other and interact with each other without the roar of the
aircraft all around us…it was a very, very memorable trip for all of us.
What I like most about the aircraft as a passenger is the low cabin noise and the low-altitude pressurization. Both of those are
key for me. They really make a difference while traveling. The cabin welcomes you as you get on the aircraft. You feel at home.
It’s very comfortable. The design is very sleek.
My father and my brother are both pilots, so the Legacy 500 took on special meaning for them in terms of the avionics, fly-bywire and HUD system. Safety is first for us and the Legacy 500 avionics help in that regard. We have a relatively short runway
and we usually fly a full payload. The Legacy 500 performs well in both aspects.
The sales team at Embraer was outstanding. They did a tremendous job for us. Really, they made us feel special. And with that,
they helped us to own a very special airplane. We can’t be more grateful for that.”
- Nathan Grindstaff, Board Member, Mastercorp
Watch Nathan’s story and request more information at
EmbraerExecutiveJets.com/Nathan

The game-changing Legacy 500 — the first midsize jet with fly-by-wire controls — is the benchmark for the future in performance, passenger room and comfort. On the flight
deck, the advanced Rockwell Collins Pro Line Fusion™ platform puts pilots in complete control in a cockpit environment that provides superior ergonomics. With seating for up to
12 passengers, the Legacy 500 delivers a smooth flight in a largest-in-class stand-up cabin with a flat floor, fully equipped galley, state-of-the-art inflight entertainment and elegant
seating that converts into fully flat berths in a low cabin altitude. The main baggage compartment is the largest in class and complements generous inflight-accessible cabin stowage
space. The clean-sheet-design Legacy 500 is also the fastest jet in its class, delivering a high-speed cruise of Mach 0.82 and excellent runway performance.

